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Position Assessment: As my duties as a spirit commissioner, I have indulged in the selling of

Pride Tribe T-shirts, during orientation and a club rush. This helps spread school spirit to parents

and other contributors, who seem to love the shirts. I have also collected information on spirit

counts within Ripon high classes for club rush spirit week, red and white spirit days and other

spirit days. These days I pass out candy to those who have participated. Contributed to

school-wide events, I have helped publicize club rush week and helped spread information about

upcoming events.

Standing Committee: Referring back to my position assessment as of right now, I have

participated in the dance publicity spreading information online about the details for the dance.

My team and I, Payton Miller Kay, Allie Camara, and Brianna Alverez, have spread spirit

through spirit counts and the selling of shirt through Pride Tribe.

Special Committee: Unfortunately at this point, I have not been a part of any special committees,

but will be participating more throughout the year.

Membership Evaluation: While being a new member to the leadership family, I have felt that the

mentor program has helped me in many different ways. Gabbi Iliardi helped me create my
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website and I was able to see the standards of what we are required to do. Unfortunately I was

quarantined in the beginning of the second week of school making it hard to keep updated on all

the important details in class. Thankfully, Gabbi kept me updated on everything going on that

week, while also checking up on me during my absence.

Concerns: Due this school year just starting, I do not have too many concerns other than being

successful in my role as a spirit commissioner. Although I do not have the biggest

responsibilities in this program, by doing my best and providing excellence with my work will

help this year go by smoothly.

Positive Comment: One positive comment I have is the family-like atmosphere we have in this

class. Because this is only my first year in the program, the welcoming atmosphere made it a

very easy transition into leadership.

One change: One change that I have noticed within the programs is the repetition of spirit days.

Although it is fairly hard coming up with ideas that everyone can do, however, by alternating

them every year or so would make spirit days different and fun.

Impact: With the position as a spirit commissioner, I impact the school with information about

events and bring spirit to the school. I believe that I have helped fellow students embrace their

school spirit this year.




